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Abstract
The binary fractions of open and globular clusters yield powerful constraints on their dynamical state and
evolutionary history. We apply publicly available Bayesian analysis tools to a UBV RIJHKS photometric
catalog of the open cluster NGC 188 to detect and characterize photometric binaries along the cluster main
sequence. This technique has the advantage of self-consistently handling photometric errors, missing data in
various bandpasses, and star-by-star prior constraints on cluster membership. Simulations are used to verify
uncertainties and quantify selection biases in our analysis, illustrating that among binaries with mass ratios
>0.5, we recover the binary fraction to better than 7% in the mean, with no signiﬁcant dependence on binary
fraction and a mild dependence on assumed mass-ratio distribution. Using our photometric catalog, we recover
the majority (65% ± 11%) of spectroscopically identiﬁed main-sequence binaries, including eight of the nine
with spectroscopically measured mass ratios. Accounting for incompleteness and systematics, we derive a
mass-ratio distribution that rises toward lower mass ratios (within our q > 0.5 analysis domain). We observe a
raw binary fraction for solar-type main-sequence stars with mass ratios q>0.5 of 42% ± 4%, independent of
the assumed mass-ratio distribution to within its uncertainties, consistent with literature values for old open
clusters but signiﬁcantly higher than the ﬁeld solar-type binary fraction. We conﬁrm that the binaries identiﬁed
by our method are more concentrated than single stars, in agreement with previous studies, and we demonstrate
that the binary nature of those candidates that remain unidentiﬁed spectroscopically is strongly supported by
photometry from Gaia DR2.
Uniﬁed Astronomy Thesaurus concepts: Binary stars (154); Open star clusters (1160); Bayesian statistics (1900)
segregated should increase with the number of relaxation times
the cluster has lived. Close stellar encounters will truncate the
distribution of orbital separations (or periods) at the “hard–soft”
boundary (e.g., Heggie 1975; Geller et al. 2013). For clusters
with larger velocity dispersions, this hard–soft boundary moves
in toward tighter binaries (and shorter periods). One consequence of this could be to lower the binary fraction (due to the
disruption of wide systems) for higher-mass clusters (which
generally have higher velocity dispersions).
Encounters are also expected to modify the mass-ratio
distribution of a binary population. For instance, a common
outcome of an encounter between a binary and a single star,
where the least massive star initially resides within the binary,
is to exchange the more massive single star into the binary and
leave the least massive star as a single. Through such exchange
encounters, the mass-ratio distribution of the binary population
can become biased toward higher mass ratios (a mass ratio of
unity, q = 1, is an equal-mass binary).
Thus, observing the binary fraction and the mass-ratio
distribution of a population of binaries in a star cluster can
provide valuable insights into the cluster dynamical environment.
Of particular importance will be to compare these properties,
derived in a standard way, across different star clusters (and also
to similar observed properties in the Galactic ﬁeld). Furthermore,
observed binary properties in young star clusters that have not
experienced very signiﬁcant dynamical evolution are essential for
guiding the initial conditions of star cluster models, while the
binary properties of older, dynamically evolved clusters may be
useful to constrain their dynamical histories.

1. Introduction
1.1. The Utility of Binary Properties
Binary stars inﬂuence the dynamical evolution of star
clusters, and in turn are observational tracers of the dynamical
states and histories of present-day star clusters. The primary
observable properties of a binary population include the binary
fraction and distributions of orbital periods, eccentricities, and
mass ratios. With increasingly sophisticated modeling tools, we
can now aim to match very detailed observed characteristics of
real star clusters (including their binaries) within simulations, in
hopes of revealing the clusters’ histories, with applications
including the origin of stellar exotica such as blue stragglers
(Geller et al. 2013) as well as the nature and evolution of
molecular clouds from which clusters form (Corsaro et al.
2017). The ability for such models to provide accurate
predictions relies on their ability to match the observed binary
population.
Star cluster models make numerous predictions for the
effects of dynamics on a binary population, over many
gigayears. In this paper, we will primarily focus on the binary
fraction and mass-ratio distribution. The binary fraction can be
modiﬁed over time by both distant two-body relaxation effects
and close encounters with other stars and binaries. For instance,
the effects of two-body relaxation leading to mass segregation
should raise the main-sequence binary fraction in the cluster
core relative to the cluster halo, as the binaries are generally
more massive than the single stars (at least within a magnitudelimited sample). The degree to which the binaries are mass
1
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Traditionally, long-term spectroscopic surveys of star
clusters have been employed to derive individual binary orbits,
and then to construct binary distributions (Geller et al.
2009, 2015; Geller & Mathieu 2012; Milliman et al. 2014;
Leiner et al. 2015). When spectroscopic information is
unavailable to constrain the presence of binary stars or their
properties, various approaches have been taken to characterize
cluster binary populations photometrically. For well-populated
Galactic globular clusters (GGCs), Milone et al. (2012) used
exquisite two-ﬁlter Hubble Space Telescope imaging and
artiﬁcial star tests to measure the binary fraction in 59 GGCs.
Their analysis focused on higher mass ratio (q > 0.5) binaries
which are most clearly characterized photometrically, ﬁnding
that GGCs tend to have low (10%) binary fractions, and this
fraction correlates with radius within a cluster and also
correlates with other cluster properties among the GGCs in
their sample. Regarding open clusters, Frinchaboy & Thompson
(2015) ﬁt spectral energy distributions (SEDs) of cluster
members over a wide range of broadband ﬁlters (near-UV to
mid-IR) to characterize the binary fractions of open clusters.
Using a sample of eight open clusters, they report binary
fractions of ∼40% for clusters with ages of 1 Gyr or older, with
a marked increase to >60% for clusters younger than ∼200 Myr.
However, without a larger sample, it is unclear how this trend
depends on other cluster properties (metallicity, environment,
dynamical state), and it is also unclear to what extent this
methodology is sensitive to assumed cluster parameters such as
distance and reddening.
While a Bayesian approach has been used in the past to
constrain the properties of multiple systems (Widmark et al.
2018), here we use a methodology (described in Section 3)
which simultaneously solves for cluster distance, reddening,
age, and metallicity, but exploits star-by-star information both
as optional input priors (on cluster membership) and as outputs
(via primary and secondary mass distributions for each star). To
validate this methodology, here we apply it to an open cluster
with an extensive database of extant binary parameters
obtained through long-term spectroscopic campaigns.

mass-ratio distribution). For the double-lined binaries, these
orbital solutions provide direct measurements of the respective
mass ratios. These detailed spectroscopic observations are
essential to verify our photometric analysis methods.
Unlike in Hills et al. (2015), here we include the binary stars
in our Bayesian analysis of the cluster, with the goals of (a)
comparing the results of our analysis with those of Geller et al.
(2009) and Geller & Mathieu (2012), and (b) uncovering
additional binaries (e.g., at larger orbital periods) that were not
accessible to the Geller et al. study.
The remainder of this study is organized as follows: in
Section 2, we describe our observational catalog and the cuts
used to select main-sequence binaries. In Section 3, we
describe the Bayesian methodology used to produce posterior
distribution functions (PDFs) of the primary and putative
secondary masses for cluster members, and in Section 4,
simulations are used to characterize biases and uncertainties in
our analysis technique when recovering properties of the
cluster binary population. In Section 5, we quantify several
properties of the NGC 188 main-sequence binary population
and compare them to existing measurements, and our results
are summarized in the ﬁnal section.
2. Observational Data
2.1. Sample Selection
Our photometric catalog consists of UBVRI photometry from
Stetson et al. (2004), supplemented with JHKS photometry
from the Two Micron All Sky Survey (2MASS) Point Source
Catalog (Skrutskie et al. 2006). Prior membership probabilities
were taken from the proper motion study of Platais et al. (2003)
and the radial velocity studies of Geller et al. (2008, 2009) and
Geller & Mathieu (2012). When both proper motion and radial
velocity membership probabilities were available, we took a
simple arithmetic mean of the two values to derive the ﬁnal
membership probability, Pmem, which was used as a prior value
on the membership probability of each star. With the multiband
catalogs and a single value of Pmem available for each star, we
then further restricted the sample employed in our Bayesian
analysis using the following cuts:

1.2. NGC 188 as a Test Case

1. All known blue straggler stars (BSS) from Gosnell et al.
(2015 and references therein) were eliminated, as well as
additional candidates based on their color–magnitude
loci, rejecting stars brightward and blueward of the mainsequence turnoff with (B − V )<0.6 and V<14.8.
Because our Bayesian technique functions by comparing
observed magnitudes in each bandpass to their expected
values based on single-age evolutionary models, the
inclusion of such noncanonical evolutionary products
would affect the posterior distributions of cluster properties. Because we are concerned with main-sequence
binaries here, we need not try to ﬁt these systems.
2. We include only the stars with 13V16.5, which
effectively serves as a signal-to-noise ratio cut in the
photometric catalog while preserving the cluster main
sequence down to the magnitude limit of the available
radial velocity data. This full sample of 432 stars includes
red giant branch stars, shown in cyan in Figure 1, which
are crucial to the simultaneous determination of cluster
parameters (distance, reddening, metallicity, and age),
although we further restrict our analysis of the mainsequence binary population in Sections 4 and 5 to the 388

Here, we study in detail the old (∼7 Gyr) solar-metallicity
(Sarajedini et al. 1999; Friel et al. 2010; Hills et al. 2015) open
cluster NGC 188, which is one of the very few extensively
studied, old, rich open clusters. We refer the reader to Fornal
et al. (2007) and Geller et al. (2008) and references therein for
an overview of the previous observational surveys for the
cluster. Most importantly for this study, NGC 188 has
multiband photometry ranging from the infrared through the
ultraviolet (and into X-rays). In this paper, we will make use of
the UBV RIJHKS bands. Furthermore, NGC 188 has precise
(ground-based) proper motions (Platais et al. 2003) and radial
velocities (Geller et al. 2008), allowing for a clean separation of
the ﬁeld and cluster stars, with minimal contamination (e.g., see
Geller et al. 2008). This sample of cluster members was used
by Hills et al. (2015), using a similar Bayesian method to what
we employ here, to study the cluster single stars and derive
cluster parameters.
Furthermore, NGC 188 has a comprehensive and complete
radial velocity survey of the solar-type binary stars (Geller et al.
2009; Geller & Mathieu 2012), including nearly 100 binary
orbital solutions. The Geller et al. papers study the binary
frequency and distributions of orbital parameters (including the
2
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Figure 1. Color–magnitude diagrams in four color–magnitude planes, illustrating the full photometric catalog (UBVRI from Stetson et al. 2004 and JHKS from
2MASS). Stars in gray fail our 50% membership probability cut and are excluded from our analysis, and the remainder (black, blue, magenta, and cyan) pass this cut.
Blue circles are BSS from Gosnell et al. (2015), which are also excluded from our analysis. Cyan ﬁlled circles are included in our full cluster sample (used to derive
cluster and stellar parameters), while only stars also in magenta are included in our analysis of the main-sequence binary population. In the lower-right panel, only
members from the Gaia Collaboration et al. (2018) are shown. Median photometric errors in magnitude bins are shown on the right-hand side of each color–magnitude
diagram (CMD).

stars with (B - V )<0.98, corresponding to primary
masses 0.95M1.15M☉, shown in magenta in
Figure 1.
3. We only include stars with Pmem 50%.
4. Each star must have photometry in at least the B and V
ﬁlters.

stars are quite conﬁdently identiﬁed as members or nonmembers, the exact location of our intermediate cut in membership
probability has little effect on the resulting sample.
2.2. Member Selection: Comparison to Gaia DR2
The membership information provided by the second data
release of the Gaia satellite provides an opportunity to validate
our membership criteria. Of the 432 stars in our ﬁnal sample,
61 (14%) were not identiﬁed as members in the cluster catalog
provided by the Gaia Collaboration et al. (2018). However, all

A histogram of membership probabilities (from radial
velocities and proper motions) is shown in the left panel of
Figure 2, with all stars present in the full UBV RIJHKS catalog
in black and the stars passing our CMD cuts in blue. As most
3
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Figure 2. Left: histograms of membership probabilities from ground-based proper motions and radial velocities for all stars in our photometric catalog (black) and
main-sequence stars (blue) passing the color–magnitude diagram (CMD) cuts described in Section 2.1. Our 50% cut in membership probability for inclusion in the
ﬁnal sample is shown as a vertical dashed line. Middle: vector point diagram illustrating the proper motions of all stars in Gaia DR2 within 36 2 (the largest distance
from the cluster to which they detect members) of NGC 188 (gray points), Gaia members in black, and the stars in our catalog which passed all of our photometric and
membership cuts but are not present in the Gaia list of cluster members in magenta. Right: proper motion uncertainties as a function of G magnitude. Symbols are as in
the middle panel. Our proper-motion and/or radial-velocity members (magenta) missing from the Gaia selection of cluster members (black) have proper motions and
uncertainties consistent with membership, and were rejected from the Gaia DR2 cluster sample due to failing the quality cuts described in Gaia Collaboration
et al. (2018).
Table 1
Prior Means and Standard Deviations for Cluster Parameters

of these 61 stars are present in Gaia DR2, and upon closer
inspection, they were not listed as members due to the quality
cuts described in Section 2.1 and in Appendix B of Gaia
Collaboration et al. (2018). Meanwhile, in Figure 2 we
illustrate that the proper motions and proper-motion errors of
these stars, shown in magenta compared to Gaia members in
black, give no reason to suspect that any signiﬁcant fraction of
them are nonmembers. We further checked the remaining three
parameters and uncertainties (R.A., decl., parallax) from the
ﬁve-parameter astrometric solution and similarly found that the
error distributions of the stars excluded from the Gaia
membership list did not deviate discernibly from that of the
Gaia-selected members.

Parameter

Value

σ

(m - M )V
AV
[Fe/H]
Log Agea

11.44
0.3
−0.03
L

0.3
0.1
0.3
inf

Note. Prior values are the same as those employed by Hills et al. (2015), based
on main-sequence ﬁtting by Sarajedini et al. (1999).

reddening, metallicity and age, and star-by-star information
(described below), is performed.
BASE-8 also has the advantage of (optionally) exploiting
user-supplied prior information on the cluster parameters, and
so for each of the four cluster parameters (distance, reddening,
metallicity, and age), one can make use of both a prior
distribution and a constraint on that value, given as an input
Gaussian mean and standard deviation (in logarithmic space).
For NGC 188, we assume the same input prior means and
uncertainties as Hills et al. (2015) based on main-sequence
ﬁtting to observed CMDs by Sarajedini et al. (1999), which are
given in Table 1.5 For our isochrone grid, we use solar-scaled
models from the Dartmouth Stellar Evolution Database
(DSED; Dotter et al. 2008).

3. Bayesian Determination of Cluster and Stellar
Parameters
We employ BASE-8, a tool for ﬁtting and characterizing
observations of star clusters and even individual stars using
multiband photometry (von Hippel et al. 2006; DeGennaro
et al. 2009; van Dyk et al. 2009; Stein et al. 2013; Stenning
et al. 2016). BASE-8 functions by comparing observed
photometric catalogs to a user-supplied grid of isochrones,
with the goal of providing PDFs of both cluster parameters and
stellar parameters. A crucial advantage of BASE-8 is that it can
handle input and output values on a star-by-star basis rather
than simply providing cluster parameters which best reproduce
a given photometric catalog. Speciﬁcally, in addition to the
isochrone grid, cluster-wide inputs include Gaussian priors on
distance (m - M )V , reddening AV, metallicity [Fe/H], and a
ﬂat prior on log age. In addition, the input photometric catalog
to be compared with the isochrone grid can contain missing or
incomplete photometry for any subset of stars in any
combination of the selected ﬁlters, and can also contain
individual membership probabilities on a star-by-star basis.
Given these inputs, a Bayesian maximum likelihood analysis,
which yields PDFs for the four cluster parameters distance,

3.1. Main-sequence Binary Mass Ratios
Importantly, within the posterior distribution, the resulting
star-by-star information is also available, yielding PDFs of the
stellar mass for each star and its companion, over all MCMC
iterations. No a priori assumption is made regarding the binary
5

A ﬂat prior distribution is assumed for log age over the DSED model limits,
i.e., from 1 to 15 Gyr. The uninformative age prior means that the likelihood
(the ﬁtting of DSED isochrones to the multiband photometry) dominates the
age posterior, and sensitivity tests over a range of priors by Hills et al. (2015)
found that reasonable variations for these priors yielded negligible differences
in the resulting posterior distributions.

4
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“high-q-heavy,” drawn from a Gaussian distribution of
mass ratios with a mean of 1 and a standard deviation of
0.5. These mass-ratio distributions are shown in the lefthand panel of Figure 3. As the true mass-ratio distributions of main-sequence binaries in open clusters remain
fairly poorly constrained (e.g., Duchêne & Kraus 2013;
Moe & Di Stefano 2017), our intent is not to use the
simulations to constrain the detailed nature of the massratio distribution in NGC 188; rather, the use of two
schematically distinct mass-ratio distributions allows us
to assess whether such a difference impacts our results
regarding the properties of NGC 188 main-sequence
binaries (discussed later in Sections 5.2 and 5.4).
4. Photometric Errors and Cuts: to permit a direct
comparison to the observational results, stars in an
artiﬁcial cluster realization are offset using Gaussian
deviates of their photometric errors as a function of
magnitude, drawn from the observed error distribution for
each ﬁlter, plus an additional random scatter of ∼0.002
mag, which we found further improved the similarity
between the observed and artiﬁcial photometric error
distributions. A direct comparison between the photometric errors applied to a simulated cluster versus those in
the observational catalog is shown for all eight ﬁlters in
Figure 3. Lastly, CMD cuts are applied in an identical
fashion to the observational catalog as listed in
Section 2.1, and the total number of stars passing these
cuts is constrained to be identical to our NGC 188
observational catalog. However, for each artiﬁcial cluster
realization, we retain the input parameters (i.e., primary
mass and mass ratio) for stars eliminated from the output
sample by our CMD cuts, as these cuts may bias the
observed binary fraction and mass-ratio distribution
compared to a primary-mass-limited sample (discussed
below in Section 4.2).

fraction of the cluster. Moreover, in each MCMC iteration, a
given star is not assumed a priori to be single, so that
constraints on binarity for any star come from the full PDF of
primary and putative secondary masses over all MCMC
iterations. In each MCMC iteration, all available multiband
photometry for each star is compared to the model grid to
determine the mass of both components.
In other words, BASE-8 is broadly equivalent to SED ﬁtting
on a star-by-star basis, yet BASE-8 simultaneously performs a
hierarchical ﬁt where all cluster stars have the same clusterwide properties (age, metallicity, etc.) at a given iteration. The
primary and secondary stellar mass PDFs therefore not only
incorporate uncertainties in the ﬁts of the single or binary pair
to the photometry, but also incorporate the uncertainties in the
cluster parameters and beneﬁt from all stars being ﬁt
simultaneously.
A star that is extremely unlikely to have a companion would
have a PDF of secondary masses M2 centered very close to zero
with little scatter. Therefore, to characterize the mass ratios of
main-sequence members of NGC 188, we use the mass ratio
M
q = M2 , and use the PDF of the secondary mass M2 as a
1
criterion to identify likely binaries. Speciﬁcally, using the
distribution of M2 over all MCMC iterations, we deﬁne
candidate binaries identiﬁed by BASE-8 as those stars for
which M2 > 3s (M2 ), where M2 is the median value taken over
all iterations, and s (M2 ) is the 16th–84th fractile of the PDF of
M2 over all iterations.
This criterion, and any resulting biases in either the binary
fraction f (bin) and/or input versus recovered values of q, can
be validated using simulations.
4. Validation through Simulations
4.1. Input Parameters
Before running BASE-8 on the true NGC 188 data, we
generate multiple artiﬁcial star cluster realizations, tailored to
mimic our observational catalog as closely as possible. By
generating artiﬁcial clusters in which the parameters of the
main-sequence binary population are known, we may assess
our ability to recover the binary fraction f (bin) and the
distribution of main-sequence binary mass ratios q. Artiﬁcial
clusters are generated using the following inputs:

In Figure 4, we show CMDs of three example simulated
cluster realizations, varying both the input binary fraction (left
and center panels) and mass-ratio distribution (center and right
panels). Input binaries are color-coded by their input mass ratio
q(in) according to the color bar at the top of the plot, and
binaries which were successfully recovered by BASE-8 are
marked with diamonds. While it is qualitatively apparent that
the majority of input binaries are recovered successfully,
particularly those with high mass ratios, we examine the
simulation results quantitatively with the goal of assessing how
well we are able to recover the main-sequence binary fraction
and how this depends on the input parameters (i.e., binary
fraction and mass-ratio distribution). However, in order to do
so, we must account for selection effects that bias our recovered
binary properties, due, in part, to the use of a CMD-selected
main-sequence sample.

1. Cluster Parameters: we use an identical set of DSED
isochrones to those assumed to model the real data. These
isochrones are shifted to the observational plane using the
same values of distance, reddening, [Fe/H], and age
assumed as the priors given in Table 1. An artiﬁcial star
cluster is then generated by distributing stars over the
isochrone with a Salpeter (1955) initial mass function
(IMF), although our results do not depend sensitively on
this choice given the mass range (see Section 2.1)
covered by our sample.
2. Binary Fraction: an input binary fraction is used to
specify the number of binary stars. We generate artiﬁcial
clusters with input binary fractions of f (bin)=20%,
50%, and 80%, and generate multiple realizations for
each of these values of f (bin) to improve Poisson
statistics.
3. Mass Ratio Distribution: for a given input f (bin), we
generate multiple cluster realizations for each of two
mass-ratio distributions, which we designate as “low-qheavy,” drawn from a Kroupa et al. (1993) IMF, and

4.2. Accounting for Photometric Selection Biases
There are several selection effects that may inﬂuence
recovered main-sequence binary properties:
1. Due to the verticality of the main sequence in the vicinity
of the main-sequence turnoff, high mass-ratio binaries
whose single star analogs lie slightly faintward of the
turnoff are preferentially “hidden” in the turnoff, with
CMD loci coincident with single turnoff stars. For
example, by concatenating all simulation runs together,
5
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Figure 3. Left: the two mass-ratio distributions used for our simulations. For each mass-ratio distribution, multiple cluster realizations are generated with three
different input binary fractions and run through BASE-8 to assess our ability to recover main-sequence binary properties (see text for details). Right: for each of the
eight ﬁlters in our observed catalog, we show the observed photometric errors as a function of magnitude (upper panel) and the simulated photometric errors (lower
panel) that were applied to a realization of a simulated cluster.

we ﬁnd that >70% of the unrecovered input binaries with
q(in)>0.5 have V<15.1. However, the reason why
this effect is not immediately apparent from any
individual simulation run (i.e., in Figure 4) is that the
fraction of q(in)>0.5 input binaries which are unrecovered remains relatively small, 26% ± 7% in the vicinity
of the main-sequence turnoff (V < 15.1) and <10% over
the remainder of the main sequence.
2. The use of a bright magnitude limit to exclude blue
stragglers from our main-sequence sample also excludes
high-mass-ratio binaries whose single-star analogs (i.e.,
with the same primary mass M1) lie at or slightly below
the main-sequence turnoff.
3. The bias caused by imposing a faint magnitude limit is
due to the inclusion of high-mass-ratio binaries whose
single-star analogs are absent because they lie faintward
of the faint magnitude cutoff.

criterion compared to the size of the CMD-selected mainsequence sample. The quoted uncertainties are the quadrature
sum of Poissonian uncertainties and run-to-run variations
among multiple cluster realizations with identical input binary
population properties (mass-ratio distribution and binary
fraction). Importantly, the input binary fraction f (bin, in) refers
to the input primary-mass-limited sample, so that a direct
comparison between f (bin, in) and f (bin, out) includes not only
the selection effects described in Section 4.2, but also any
systematics due to detection incompleteness, as well as the
presence of false positives (shown as large crosses in Figure 4),
which are input single stars that are recovered as binaries,
meaning that they satisfy our output M2>3σ(M2 ) criterion. To
clearly assess how the relationship between f (bin, in) and f (bin,
out) may depend on the assumed binary fraction or mass-ratio
distribution, we also give the quantity f (rec), which is simply
the ratio f (bin, out) f (bin, in).
It is clear from the f (rec) values that binaries with high mass
ratios are recovered more successfully, as the fraction of
recovered binaries drops by nearly half when they are assigned
input mass ratios drawn from a low-q-heavy distribution. With
this in mind, the remaining columns of Table 2 give results
restricted to binaries with mass ratios q>0.5, such that
f (bin, in, q > 0.5) refers to the fraction of input binaries with
input mass ratios q>0.5 in the primary-mass-selected sample,
compared to f (bin, out, q > 0.5), which is the fraction of
binaries in the CMD-selected sample which are recovered
successfully and have output mass ratios q>0.5. A comparison between f (rec) over all mass ratios against f (rec, q > 0.5)
immediately reveals at least two advantages to restricting our
analysis to a q>0.5 sample: ﬁrst, the binary fraction is
recovered much more accurately, to within Poissonian
uncertainties in over 90% of individual simulation runs, while
the full (q > 0) binary fraction was recovered within Poissonian
uncertainties in less than 10% of the runs. Furthermore, the
difference between the output and input q>0.5 binary fraction
had a mean of 0.009 ± 0.007 (0.000 ± 0.011) and a median
absolute deviation (MAD) of 0.009 (0.020) for the low-q-heavy
(high-q-heavy) mass-ratio distributions. A second, related
advantage to a q>0.5 sample is that f (rec) shows a drastically
reduced dependence on the input parameters of the binary
population. For example, Table 2 reveals that with no
restrictions on q, f (rec) is signiﬁcantly correlated with both
the input binary fraction f (bin, in) and also the mass-ratio

An unbiased analysis of the cluster main-sequence binary
properties should be performed using a primary-mass-limited
sample, but we are faced with the problem that the (true)
primary mass is unknown in our observed NGC 188 catalog.
Therefore, to include the effects of the aforementioned three
biases in our analysis of the simulations, we proceed as
follows: we designate an input sample which is deﬁned by a
lower limit on primary mass. Speciﬁcally, we require M 0.95
M☉, corresponding to a single-star magnitude of V=16.5,
down to which the CMD-selected sample includes stars of all
mass ratios, including singles (modulo detection incompleteness and photometric errors, both included in the simulations).
The output sample, on the other hand, is necessarily based on
CMD cuts because we do not have access to the true primary
masses of stars in the observed catalog. In this way, the
comparison of simulation input binary properties (based on
primary mass) versus recovered binary properties (based on
CMD cuts) incorporates the effects of the various biases
described above.
4.3. Recovery of Binary Fraction
In Table 2, we summarize the results of the simulations,
broken down by input mass-ratio distribution and by input
binary fraction f (bin, in), given in the ﬁrst two columns. The
next column gives the recovered binary fraction f (bin, out),
which is simply the ratio of binaries passing our M2>3σ(M2)
6
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Figure 4. Example CMDs of simulated clusters in which stars are color-coded by their input mass ratio q(in). Single stars are shown in gray, binaries successfully
recovered by BASE-8 are marked with diamonds, and input singles misidentiﬁed as binaries are marked with crosses. The left and center panels compare two example
cluster realizations, both with a low-q-heavy input mass-ratio distribution but differing binary fractions of 50% (left) and 80% (center), while the center and right-hand
panels compare two clusters with input binary fractions of 80% but different input mass-ratio distributions.

distribution. Conversely, for the q>0.5 sample, the correlation with f (bin, in) is no longer statistically signiﬁcant, and the
dependence on mass-ratio distribution is marginally (∼1σ)
signiﬁcant.

now account for the fact that this q(in) distribution is drawn
from the CMD-selected sample, whereas our ultimate goal is
the recovery of the true, primary-mass-limited q(in) distribution. To this end, in the bottom panel of Figure 5, we illustrate
the q(in) distribution from the CMD-selected sample with a
black dotted line, and the true q(in) distribution from the input
primary-mass-limited sample with a black solid line, in bins of
0.125q. Here, we see that the two q(in) distributions have a
similar shape, yielding values of f (rec) close to 1. However, the
total number of input binaries in the CMD-selected sample is
larger, illustrating that the number of M1<0.95M☉ binaries is
larger than the number of binaries in the BSS region excluded
by the CMD cuts plus those “ hidden” in the turnoff. This is
illustrated using the open and ﬁlled red symbols, which
compare, as a function of q(in), the number of binaries
recovered from the CMD-selected sample (shown in blue) to
the number of input binaries in the CMD-selected sample
(shown as open red circles), and also to the (smaller) number of
input binaries in the primary-mass-limited sample, shown as
ﬁlled red circles. In other words, while the CMD-selected and
primary-mass-selected samples give similar binary fractions,
the primary-mass-selected sample has a smaller number of
binaries, giving completeness fractions larger than 1 when
directly compared to a larger CMD-selected output sample.
In order to use the simulations to translate the observed
output mass ratio to the actual (i.e., input) mass ratio, we
concatenate multiple simulation runs with different assumed
input binary fractions, minimizing the impact of small number
statistics, and plot the results in Figure 6 in the same format as
in Figure 5. However, in Figure 6, rather than showing results
for individual stars, we now exploit the individual posterior
values available over all MCMC iterations of all simulations
with the same input mass-ratio distribution.
For each of the two input mass-ratio distributions summarized in Figure 6, the red solid and dashed lines in the upper two

4.4. Recovery of Mass Ratios
With the goal of measuring not only the global binary
fraction of NGC 188, but also constraining the distribution of
binary mass ratios, we now need to assess how well BASE-8 is
able to recover q(in) as a function of the observed mass ratio q
(out), and how the recovery fraction depends on q(in), binary
fraction, and mass-ratio distribution. To this end, in Figure 5,
we plot several quantities as a function of q(in) for the three
example simulations shown in Figure 4, restricting our sample
to main-sequence binaries to enable a comparison to the
spectroscopic results of Geller & Mathieu (2012); see their
Figure 8. For each example cluster realization, the top panel of
Figure 5 directly compares q(out) against q(in), where the value
of q(out) for each star is the median over all iterations, and the
error bars illustrate the 16th and 84th percentiles. In the middle
panel of Figure 5, we illustrate the fractional residuals, also as a
function of q(in). It is apparent that the recovered mass ratio q
(out) deviates from q(in) at both very high (q(in)0.9) and
fairly low (q(in) 0.5) true mass ratios. At the high-q end, this
is simply due to our choice to use the median and standard
deviation to quantify q(out), because q by deﬁnition cannot be
larger than 1. For this reason, the PDFs of stars with q close to
1 will be truncated at 1, and will have median values lower than
they would be for an identical distribution centered at smaller
q. Meanwhile, at decreasing q(in), we can see that the statistical
signiﬁcance of the recovered binaries, indicated by the color
bar, decreases.
The upper and middle panels of Figure 5 illustrate how a
relationship may be constructed between our observed q(out)
distribution and its underlying q(in) distribution, but we must
7
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Table 2
Simulation Results

q Distribution

f (bin, in)

f (bin, out)

f (rec)

f (bin, in, q >0.5)

f (bin, out, q > 0.5)

f (rec, q > 0.5)

Low-q-heavy
Low-q-heavy
Low-q-heavy
Low-q-heavy
High-q-heavy
High-q-heavy
High-q-heavy
High-q-heavy

0.8
0.5
0.2
Combined
0.8
0.5
0.2
Combined

0.353 ± 0.018
0.271 ± 0.021
0.157 ± 0.015
0.312 ± 0.065
0.698 ± 0.043
0.468 ± 0.029
0.263 ± 0.018
0.499 ± 0.193

0.442 ± 0.019
0.535 ± 0.025
0.708 ± 0.035
0.470 ± 0.091
0.855 ± 0.042
0.914 ± 0.034
1.190 ± 0.108
0.918 ± 0.164

0.202
0.157
0.059
0.177
0.669
0.437
0.182
0.451

0.214 ± 0.022
0.169 ± 0.024
0.070 ± 0.016
0.188 ± 0.050
0.650 ± 0.034
0.423 ± 0.024
0.193 ± 0.015
0.446 ± 0.201

1.059 ± 0.050
1.076 ± 0.070
1.198 ± 0.247
1.061 ± 0.051
0.972 ± 0.039
0.968 ± 0.060
1.060 ± 0.067
0.988 ± 0.062

panels illustrate the running median and standard deviation
(16th–84th percentile) as a function of q(in), highlighting the
systematically underestimated values of q(out) for q(in)0.9,
and the loss of precision and accuracy for q(out)0.5. The
simulations, which were assigned photometric errors so as to
mimic our observed catalog, show that for higher mass ratios,
q>0.5, we recover binaries and their mass ratios quite well.
However, below q=0.5, the fraction of recovered binaries
drops sharply, and of the minority which are recovered, their
mass ratios tend to be underestimated, more severely for more
extreme mass ratios. Importantly, the similarity between the left
and right plots of Figure 5 illustrates that while the raw output
mass-ratio distribution unsurprisingly depends on the input
mass-ratio distribution, all of the following quantities are
insensitive not only to the binary fraction, but also to the
assumed mass-ratio distribution: ﬁrst, the relationship between
q(out) versus q(in), including the systematic offsets described
above; second, the output mass ratios q(out) of false positives,
which peak at q(out)<0.5 in all cases; and third, the fraction
of binaries which are recovered as a function of mass ratio,
which remains above 1 for high mass ratios (recall that this
fraction, shown using ﬁlled red circles, is with respect to the
smaller primary-mass-limited input sample) and universally
drops off fairly sharply for q(in)<0.5.
For this reason, we restrict our analysis of our NGC 188
catalog to stars with q(out)>0.5 because the simulations
illustrate that this is the regime where binary properties are
most reliably recovered. Speciﬁcally, the simulations ﬁnd that
of binaries with q(in)>0.5, over 85% are recovered with q
(out) > 0.5, and the vast majority (>80% in all cases) of these
are recovered with output mass ratios within 10% of their input
mass ratio (again, regardless of the assumed mass-ratio
distribution). Furthermore, because false positives are preferentially recovered with q(out)<0.5, restricting our analysis to
q(out)>0.5 reduces both their contribution to the binary
sample (from over 40% in some cases) and its dependence on
binary fraction and mass-ratio distribution to 1.1% ± 1.6%
(0.8% ± 2.5%) for the low-q-heavy (high-q-heavy) mass-ratio
distribution. After some experimentation, we found that
adopting a stricter criterion to recover binaries such as
M2 s (M2 ) > 5 or 7 can reduce the fraction of contaminants
even further, but this comes at the cost of Poissonian
uncertainties stemming from fewer recovered true low-mass
(q < 0.5) binaries. Because our goal is to assess the ensemble
properties of the cluster binary population with q>0.5, such a
tradeoff does not affect our conclusions and could be tailored to
different science cases using an ensemble of simulations as we
have done here.
In summary, while restricting our sample to q(out)>0.5
yields nonzero contamination from both false positives and true

binaries with q(in)<0.5, the simulations illustrate that these
contaminants have a fractionally small (25%) contribution
that is effectively compensated by a similar fraction of
unrecovered input binaries. In addition, the simulations
illustrate that when restricting our analysis to q>0.5, our
ability to recover the true (primary-mass-limited) binary
fraction is greatly improved, as the selection biases affecting
a CMD-selected sample nearly cancel, with no signiﬁcant
dependence on binary fraction and a mild dependence on the
assumed mass-ratio distribution. The net effect is that the
q>0.5 binary fraction is recovered quite well, not only in an
absolute sense as discussed in Section 4.3, but in a relative
sense as well: the MAD is 5% (4%) for the low-q-heavy (highq-heavy) mass-ratio distribution, which is 36% (48%) of the
Poissonian uncertainty on the q>0.5 binary fraction.
5. Results
5.1. Comparison to Spectroscopic Sample
In Figure 7, we show CMDs of the NGC 188 main sequence
in V versus (B − V ) (left panel) and photometry from Gaia
DR2 (right panel). Stars that are binaries according to our
criterion of M2 > 3s (M2 ) are shown using ﬁlled circles, while
stars that we ﬁnd to be singles (M2 < 3s (M2 )) are shown using
smaller open circles. All stars recovered as likely (>50%)
cluster members have been color-coded (logarithmically) by
M2 s (M2 ) as in Figure 5, while the stars with output
membership probabilities of <50% are indicated by black
crosses, noting that these constitute a small (6% ± 1%) but
nonzero fraction of our main-sequence sample.
Our choice of NGC 188 as a test case is motivated by the
extensive long-term spectroscopic database available, against
which we may compare the binary properties we derive
photometrically. To this end, known spectroscopic binaries
from Geller & Mathieu (2012) are indicated using boxes in
Figure 7, and the subset of these that have spectroscopic mass
ratios are indicated using diamonds. Of the latter subsample,
there are nine on the main sequence, labeled by their WOCS ID
(Platais et al. 2003). Of these nine main-sequence binaries with
spectroscopic mass ratios q(spec), one (WOCS 4506) is
discarded as a nonmember by BASE-8, and for the remaining
eight, we plot the mass ratio recovered by BASE-8 versus their
spectroscopic mass ratio in the upper panel of Figure 8. The
plotted y-axis values represent the median (points) and 16th–
84th percentile range (error bars), and the diagonal gray line
indicates equality. While it appears that the majority of this
subsample are recovered with mass ratios q(out) discrepant
with their spectroscopic mass ratio q(spec) by somewhat more
than 1σ, there are two biases affecting these raw values. First,
the subsample of spectroscopic binaries with measured values
8
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Figure 5. For main-sequence binaries from the three example cases shown in Figure 4, we plot the recovered vs. input mass ratio q (top) and its fractional residuals
(middle), color-coded by output M2/σ (M2). In the bottom panel for each example case, we show histograms of the input mass ratio q(in) drawn from the primarymass-limited sample (M > 0.95M☉) using solid black lines, while the input mass-ratio distribution from the CMD-selected sample is shown using dotted black lines,
illustrating that while the CMD-selected sample is larger, the distributions of q(in) are similar. The q(in) distribution for the subset of the CMD-selected sample which
was successfully recovered is shown in blue, and a histogram of the output mass ratios of input single stars misidentiﬁed as binaries (i.e., false positives) is shown in
orange, clustered near q(out)∼0.4 regardless of binary fraction or mass-ratio distribution. The fraction of input binaries that was successfully recovered as a function
of q(in) is overplotted in red with Poissonian error bars, using open circles to illustrate the recovery fraction vs. the CMD-selected sample (offset by Δq(in)=−0.02
for clarity) and ﬁlled circles to directly compare the ratio of recovered binaries from the CMD-selected sample to the number of input binaries from the larger primarymass-selected sample.

of q(spec) is likely biased toward high mass ratios, as compared
to the mass-ratio distribution of the full NGC 188 binary
sample; larger q(spec) values are more easily measured in
general (Geller & Mathieu 2012), and both stars must be nearly
the same luminosity to observe both spectra and hence derive a
spectroscopic mass ratio. Second, and relatedly, in the uppermost range of q(spec)>0.9, where the majority of this
subsample lies, a bias in q(out) operates to slightly underestimate the true value of q. This bias was discussed in
Section 4 and can be seen in Figure 6 for stars with q(in)>0.9.
Accounting for this bias would suggest an upward revision in q
(out) (and possibly its uncertainty) by <0.1, bringing the
majority of the subsample into reasonable (1σ) accord with the
spectroscopically measured mass ratios.
At the same time, it is quite illustrative to examine the
distributions of output primary mass M1 versus output mass
ratio for these eight stars, shown in the lower portion of
Figure 8. There, the two-dimensional PDFs are shown as
contours at 1σ, 2σ, and 3σ, and the 1σ contour is ﬁlled in blue
for clarity, while the spectroscopically measured mass ratio q
(spec) is indicated by a vertical gray line, and the shading and
vertical dashed lines represent its uncertainty. In most cases,
the binaries follow a very restricted locus in q−M1 parameter
space, and while the 1σ uncertainties are fairly symmetric about
the medians (seen in the upper panel of Figure 8) when
projected in one dimension, the full distributions tend to be
somewhat tailed, such that only two out of eight stars are

recovered with mass ratios discrepant from their q(spec) at 3σ
conﬁdence. The distributions in Figure 8 illustrate the utility of
an MCMC approach as implemented in BASE-8 to access
distributions that may be asymmetric and/or correlated in
multidimensional parameter space.
Because small number statistics are a limiting factor in
comparing our mass ratios to spectroscopic values, we turn
now to the larger sample of 83 main-sequence binaries
identiﬁed spectroscopically, the vast majority of which (74 of
83) are single-lined and therefore have not had their mass ratios
measured previously. We recover 54 out of the 83
(65% ± 11%) of these spectroscopically identiﬁed binaries,
indicated by boxes in Figure 7.
5.2. Cluster q > 0.5 Binary Fraction
BASE-8 ﬁnds a raw output q>0.5 binary fraction of
42% ± 4% for NGC 188 before making any corrections for
false positives or selection biases. As discussed in Section 4,
simulations reveal that this raw value should already reﬂect the
true underlying q>0.5 binary fraction quite well, to within
<1σ in the mean for either of the two simulated mass-ratio
distributions. Harnessing all of our simulation results for each
mass-ratio distribution together, we may now correct for
contaminants, including false positives, and the two competing
photometric selection biases (recall that we found these
corrections to be insensitive to input binary fraction). Applying
these corrections and propagating their uncertainties, we arrive
9
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Figure 6. As in Figure 5, but showing results from all MCMC iterations for all simulation runs concatenated together for the low-q-heavy (left) and high-q-heavy
(right) mass-ratio distributions. The red solid and dashed lines indicate the running median and 16th–84th fractiles, respectively. The simulations indicate that both the
accuracy and precision of recovered mass ratios suffer at low (q < 0.5) mass ratios, while for q>0.9, input mass ratios are recovered to better than 10% at 1σ but are
biased low, due to output mass-ratio distributions being truncated at an upper limit of q=1.

at a corrected solar-type (0.95 > M1 > 1.15M☉) q>0.5 mainsequence binary fraction of 39% ± 4% (42% ± 5%) assuming a
low-q-heavy (high-q-heavy) mass-ratio distribution.
Three aspects of this measurement are noteworthy: ﬁrst,
applying the corrections for false positives and selection biases
increases the accuracy of the binary fraction at a relatively
slight cost to precision, and the uncertainties remain dominated
by Poisson statistics, due to the size of the observational
sample. Second, these values are calculated excluding stars
classiﬁed as nonmembers by BASE-8 based on their multiband
photometry and photometric errors, despite their inclusion in
the observational sample based on ground-based proper motion
and radial velocity membership (supported by Gaia DR2).
However, this does not affect our results beyond their
uncertainties, decreasing the raw q>0.5 binary fraction by
2% and the corrected values by 3%. Third, by restricting our
analysis to q>0.5, the resulting binary fraction is quite
insensitive to the assumed mass-ratio distribution used to

correct for incompleteness and contaminants, and the corrected
q>0.5 binary fractions we derive are consistent to within their
uncertainties despite the assumption of two rather different
forms for the mass-ratio distribution used in the simulations.
However, because we have restricted our results to higher
(q > 0.5) mass ratios where the simulations indicate mass ratios
can be recovered relatively reliably, extrapolation of our results
to the full binary fraction clearly depends sensitively on the
assumed mass-ratio distribution: if we assume the low-q-heavy
mass-ratio distribution, our result for the q>0.5 binary
fraction would imply a global (0 < q  1) binary fraction
greater than 1 (albeit not at high conﬁdence; the 1σ lower limit
is f (bin) 87%), while assuming the high-q-heavy mass-ratio
distribution would yield a global binary fraction of
60% ± 12%. While a more detailed investigation of the massratio distribution is beyond the scope of this study, it bears
mentioning that even a comparison of two qualitatively
different example cases already yields some constraints.
10
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Figure 7. CMDs illustrating the results of a BASE-8 run on our observed photometric catalog of NGC 188 members, in the (B − V ), V plane (left) and using Gaia
DR2 photometry (right). Stars recovered as binaries, with M2 > 3s (M2 ) (regardless of mass ratio) are shown as ﬁlled circles, and stars not recovered as binaries, with
M2 < 3s (M2 ), are shown as small open circles. Stars are color-coded by M2 s (M2 ) as in Figure 5. Known spectroscopic binaries from Geller & Mathieu (2012) are
indicated by boxes, and those with spectroscopic mass ratios q(spec) are indicated with diamonds and labeled by their ID number in the left panel. Crosses indicate
stars that were rejected as nonmembers by BASE-8. In the left panel, the best-ﬁt DSED isochrone is shown in red (solid line), and the resulting sequences
corresponding to mass ratios of q=0.5, 0.75, and 1 are shown as red dotted, dotted–dashed, and dashed lines respectively.

nonmembers (including those lacking any proper motion or
velocity information) and found that no pair of candidate
members is separated by a6000 au, and there were only
three candidate systems separated by a<8000 au.
Interestingly, the q>0.5 solar-type main-sequence binary
fraction for NGC 188 is signiﬁcantly higher than the ﬁeld value
at high conﬁdence: the ﬁeld solar-type main-sequence binary
fraction for q>0.5 is 0.25 ± 0.03 (Raghavan et al. 2010;
Tokovinin 2014; Moe & Di Stefano 2017), implying that the
NGC 188 value is ∼1.6 times higher than the ﬁeld value at
>2σ depending on the assumed mass-ratio distribution.
Restricting the comparison to close binaries (P < 104 days,
a < 10 au), the completeness-corrected solar-type close binary
fraction at solar metallicity down to 0.08M☉ is 0.20 ± 0.03
(Moe et al. 2019), placing the Geller & Mathieu (2012)
spectroscopic value of 0.29 ± 0.03 for NGC 188 again higher
(by a factor of ∼1.5 ± 0.3), but at somewhat lower (∼2σ)
conﬁdence. Similar results are obtained when imposing the
NGC 188 spectroscopic period limit (P < 104 days) on the
Raghavan et al. (2010) ﬁeld sample, which predicts a ﬁeld
main-sequence binary fraction of 19% ± 2%. Although a
detailed dynamical investigation of NGC 188 is beyond the
scope of this study, the robust detection of a signiﬁcantly

There remain few observational measurements of the mainsequence binary fraction in NGC 188 against which we may
compare our results. Among these, Geller & Mathieu (2012)
estimate a spectroscopic binary fraction of 29% ± 3% for
binaries with orbital periods less than 104 days. Note that while
the Geller & Mathieu (2012) spectroscopic binary fraction is
limited by orbital period (and not by mass ratio), conversely,
our BASE-8 estimate is limited in mass ratio (but not period);
therefore, comparisons of these two numbers are only
illustrative. Meanwhile, our value is in good agreement with
binary fractions of ∼40%–50% found for old (over 1 Gyr) open
clusters by Frinchaboy & Thompson (2015).
Our measurement of the binary fraction comes with the
caveat that all binaries are assumed to be unresolved, although
this is likely to be a valid assumption: the hard/soft boundary
in NGC 188 is at a period of P∼106 days, corresponding to
∼350 au (Geller et al. 2013). At the distance of NGC 188
(∼1.7 kpc; Sarajedini et al. 1999), a system with a physical
separation of a∼350 au will be separated by ∼0 2 on the sky,
and therefore is unlikely to be resolved in our photometric
catalog. To verify whether this is the case, we measured nearest
neighbor distances between each star in our input catalog and
all stars in the full Stetson et al. (2004) catalog which are not
11
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Figure 8. Top: for the eight main-sequence binaries with spectroscopic mass ratios from Geller & Mathieu (2012), a comparison of the mass ratios determined from
our photometric catalog by BASE-8 vs. the spectroscopic mass ratio. Points represent the median, and error bars represent the 16th–84th fractile interval; stars are
labeled in red by their WOCS ID number corresponding to Figure 7. Bottom: PDFs of primary mass vs. mass ratio for each of the eight main-sequence binaries with
known spectroscopic mass ratios. The spectroscopic value and its uncertainty are indicated by the gray vertical solid and dashed lines, respectively, and our recovered
values are shown using contours of 3σ, 2σ, and 1σ, with the latter shaded in blue. For each star, its ID number, its input (from proper motions and/or radial velocities)
and output membership probability, and its (B - V ), V color and magnitude are given in the lower left. The y-axis values are shifted from star to star, but the scale of
both axes is kept constant in all panels.
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Figure 9. Left: cumulative distribution functions comparing the radial positions of the single main-sequence stars (thick black line) and binaries (blue line) in NGC
188. The binaries are identiﬁed as described in the main text as those objects that have M2 > 3s (M2 ), and all other stars are considered single. More stringently
selected binary samples, shown for comparison, have cumulative radial distributions similar to the M2 > 3s (M2 ) sample. The results of a two-sided K–S test
comparing the radial distributions of single stars to binaries is also given in the lower-left corner for the various binary selection criteria, conﬁrming that the ability of
our method to recover the known mass segregation of binaries in NGC 188 is robust to the speciﬁcs of the binary selection criteria. Right: positions of main-sequence
stars in NGC 188, color-coded by photometric error, revealing that stars farther from the center of the cluster tend to have higher photometric errors. To test whether
this could bias the radial distributions of recovered binaries shown in the left-hand panel, in the inset we show simulation results comparing the output binary fraction
f (bin, out) over all runs for stars with higher vs. lower photometric errors, as given in the upper-right corner.

higher binary fraction compared to the ﬁeld may be due to
either the preferential loss of single stars by tidal stripping,
dynamical processing of the cluster over its lifetime, and/or
different initial conditions between the cluster and ﬁeld binary
populations.

green in Figure 9) that differs from that of the singles at higher
conﬁdence. Similarly, if we instead select binaries using a cut on
output mass ratio, the sample with q(out)>0.5 (shown in
magenta in Figure 9) gives a p-value of 0.0473, while a
comparison between the radial distributions of our output singles
and spectroscopically identiﬁed main-sequence binaries from
Geller & Mathieu (2012; shown in brown in Figure 9) gives a pvalue of 0.0509. Accordingly, the similarity of the binary radial
distributions shown in the left panel of Figure 9 illustrates that the
signiﬁcantly more concentrated nature of the binary population is
robust to the exact criteria used to select binaries.
It is clear from Figure 3 that in several optical ﬁlters, the
photometric errors in our input NGC 188 photometric catalog
have multimodal distributions resulting from the concatenation
and homogenization of multiple catalogs (described in detail by
Stetson et al. 2004). Furthermore, we found that stars farther
from the center of NGC 188 tend to have preferentially higher
photometric errors. This is illustrated in the right-hand panel of
Figure 9, where we have divided the main-sequence sample
into two subsamples, using the photometric error distributions
in Figure 3 to delineate a high-error (“HiErr”) subsample
consisting of stars that have V- and R-band photometric errors
σV>0.014 or σR>0.015, and the remainder as a low-error
(“LoErr”) subsample. To test whether preferentially higher
photometric errors at larger distances from the center of the
cluster could inﬂuence our results in the left-hand panel of
Figure 9, we turn to the simulations, and in each simulation
run, we compare the recovered binary fraction f (bin, out) from
the HiErr sample to that from the LoErr sample. We ﬁnd no
evidence for a signiﬁcant difference between the two, and the
mean difference between the recovered binary fraction f (bin,
out) between the HiErr and LoErr sample is −0.4% ± 2.4%.

5.3. Radial Distribution of Main-sequence Binaries
In Figure 9, we compare the radial distribution of the mainsequence binaries identiﬁed with BASE-8 (shown in blue) against
“single” main-sequence stars (i.e., those that are not identiﬁed as
binaries here; again, some of these stars labeled as single may in
fact be binaries that are beyond our detection limit), shown using
a thick black line. A Kolmogorov–Smirnov (K–S) test comparing
these two populations returns a p-value of 0.0657. Thus, there is a
marginal ∼93% conﬁdence that these two samples were not
drawn from the same parent population, with the binary
population more centrally concentrated than the single population.
This result is consistent with that of Geller et al. (2008), who
performed a similar comparison between their radial velocity
variables (i.e., binaries) and nonvariables (i.e., singles; we note
that the radial velocity survey has different biases from our
method, though it also does not perfectly separate binaries and
singles). The K–S test comparing their two samples returned a
92% conﬁdence level that the binaries and singles are drawn from
different parent populations, with the binaries more centrally
concentrated than the singles, in excellent agreement with our
results. We have thus independently conﬁrmed the known mass
segregation of the binaries using BASE-8. To test whether our
result is affected by our criterion used to select binaries, we also
perform comparisons using a more stringently selected sample of
output binaries, requiring that M2>5(σM2), and ﬁnd p=0.023,
indicating that these binaries have a radial distribution (shown in
13
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Figure 10. Raw and corrected mass-ratio distributions for NGC 188 main-sequence binaries, assuming a low-q-heavy (left) and high-q-heavy (right) mass-ratio
distribution. The raw output mass-ratio distribution from the NGC 188 photometric catalog is shown in black in both panels. The results of all simulation runs
together, shown in Figure 6, are used to correct this distribution for false positives (blue), selection biases in output vs. input mass ratio (orange), and ﬁnally, for
detection incompleteness as a function of input mass ratio (red). Despite the assumption of two schematically different mass-ratio distributions used to calculate the
corrections, the q>0.5 mass-ratio distribution of NGC 188 consistently rises toward lower mass ratios.

In the inset in the right-hand panel of Figure 9, we show the
probability distribution of this difference, which is essentially
symmetrical about zero, and showed no signiﬁcant dependence
on input binary fraction or mass-ratio distribution. We therefore
conclude that within the magnitude ranges sampled by our
observational catalog, differences in photometric errors have no
signiﬁcant inﬂuence on our ability to recover binaries.

statistics and the systematic offset and scatter in recovered q
(out) for q(in)0.9 seen in Figures 5 and 6 may conspire to
render such an excess of twins undetectable in our case.
Meanwhile, our results rule out a ﬂat mass-ratio distribution for
NGC 188 at only moderate conﬁdence, 70% (63%) for the lowq-heavy (high-q-heavy) simulated mass-ratio distributions.
6. Conclusions and Future Prospects

5.4. Binary Mass-ratio Distribution

We have used the publicly available tool BASE-8 to analyze
multiband photometry of NGC 188, with the goal of assessing
our ability to both recover spectroscopically identiﬁed binaries
(and their properties) and identify additional candidates. We
use simulations to quantify our ability to recover input binaries
and the properties of the main-sequence binary population and
ﬁnd the following:

We have thus far discussed both the global properties of all
binaries with q>0.5, as well as the mass ratios of individual
stars for which a comparison to spectroscopic values is
available. In order to recover the mass-ratio distribution, we
must correct for contaminants and incompleteness, but now as
a function of mass ratio. This process is illustrated in Figure 10,
employing simulation results for each of the two input massratio distributions. First, a raw histogram of recovered mass
ratios, shown in black, is corrected for the incidence of false
positives as a function of output mass ratio, assessed from the
simulations as shown in orange in the bottom panel of Figure 6,
noting that Poissonian uncertainties from both the simulations
and the observations are propagated throughout, and the result
is the blue histogram. Next, the relationship between input and
output mass ratio shown in the top panel of Figure 6 is used to
translate the output mass-ratio distribution (now cleaned
statistically of false positives) to an input mass-ratio distribution, shown in orange, and lastly, this input mass-ratio
distribution is corrected for binary detection incompleteness
using the simulations, illustrated by the red points in the bottom
panel of Figure 6. The resulting corrected mass-ratio distribution is shown in red in Figure 10 along with its uncertainties
(error bars from the intermediate steps are omitted for clarity).
Qualitatively, the corrected mass-ratio distribution rises
toward lower mass ratios for q>0.5, regardless of the input
mass-ratio distribution used in the simulations. This general
trend is also seen in the NGC 188 spectroscopic sample (Figure
8 in Geller & Mathieu 2012), as well as in the ﬁeld (Raghavan
et al. 2010; Moe & Di Stefano 2017; El-Badry et al. 2019). In
addition, all of these studies also found an excess of twins with
mass ratios q0.95, which we do not see here. However, a
direct quantitative comparison between the BASE-8 and
spectroscopic mass-ratio distribution is difﬁcult given the
different biases in the two techniques, while limited Poissonian

1. Simulations with photometric errors and a total number of
stars tailored to mimic our observed catalog indicate that
our ability to recover both the input binary fraction and
the mass ratios of individual binaries is greatly improved
for mass ratios of q0.5. In this range, simulations
indicate that we recover the input binary fraction to
within 7% in the mean.
2. The simulations also reveal that for binaries with q>0.5,
the relationship between input and output mass ratio, the
contamination fraction, and binary detection incompleteness are all essentially independent of the cluster binary
fraction and mass-ratio distribution.
3. We recover 65% ± 11% of spectroscopically identiﬁed
(single- or double-lined) cluster binaries, and we recover
eight of the nine double-lined binaries with spectroscopic
mass ratios.
4. We ﬁnd a raw main-sequence binary fraction of 42% ± 4%
for q>0.5. Correcting for systematics including false
positives, binary detection incompleteness, and photometric
selection biases, the corrected main-sequence binary
fraction for q>0.5 is unaffected by assumptions on the
form of the mass-ratio distribution to within its uncertainty,
resulting in corrected values of 39% ± 4% or 42% ± 5%
for a low-q-heavy or high-q-heavy assumed mass-ratio
distribution, respectively. This value is in reasonable
agreement with recent studies employing either long-term
spectroscopic campaigns or SED ﬁtting, given their
14
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uncertainties and limitations, but signiﬁcantly higher than
the ﬁeld solar-type main-sequence binary fraction.
5. We derive a mass-ratio distribution that increases toward
lower mass ratios within our q>0.5 analysis domain,
and this distribution is also robust within its (Poissondominated) uncertainties to assumptions on the underlying mass-ratio distribution used to correct for contaminants and detection incompleteness.
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We have intentionally avoided making use of any information from Gaia DR2 (proper motions, photometry, or
parallaxes) in this study so that it may serve as an independent
check on our results. Indeed, the right panel of Figure 7
illustrates that high-quality Gaia photometry supports the
binary nature of the candidates we have identiﬁed, while the
minority of spectroscopically identiﬁed binaries we have failed
to recover using eight-band photometry lie very close to or
blueward of the main sequence in the Gaia passbands as well.
Given the accord between our results and a Gaia propermotion-selected sample, in future papers, we aim to extend our
technique to additional clusters leveraging the Gaia data, to
place quantitative constraints on several heretofore poorly
known (or assumed) aspects of cluster binary populations,
including correlation in the binary fraction and the mass-ratio
distribution, with, e.g., radial location within the cluster and/or
cluster-wide properties such as age, size, and metallicity.
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